
always happened in the past but no
longer happens now 曾經
a loose, sleeveless piece of clothing with a part that can be pulled
up to cover your head 帶帽⼦的披肩
smart, wonderful 聰明的、極好的
to collect 收集
a plant having red berries and shiny evergreen leaves, often used
in Christmas decorations 冬⻘
confused 疑惑的
to pass something to someone from your hand 遞給
quite fat 豐滿
to do something enjoyable because of a special occasion 慶祝
cooked over a fire or in an oven 烤
very thin ⽪包⻣的
to have real being 存在
to want to know more about something 想弄明⽩
a very small town in the countryside 村莊
a joyful song 頌歌
made to look more attractive 裝飾過的
a small, thin branch of a tree ⼩樹枝
the day before Christmas 平安夜
maybe 或許
to fail to notice 未察覺
to make someone want to do something which may be wrong 
誘惑

a trick or setup 圈套
to make someone fall over 絆倒
to bring something to someone 運送
to fall asleep 打瞌睡
a vehicle pulled by animals to travel over snow 動物拉的雪橇
as a result of surprise or fear 受驚地
fat in a pleasant way 圓圓胖胖的
in the normal manner 如常

used to (phr)

riding hood (n)

brilliant (adj)
gather (v)
holly (n)

puzzled (adj)
hand (v)
plump (adj)
celebrate (v)
roasted (adj)
skinny (adj)
exist (v)
wonder (v)
village (n)
carol (n)
decorated (adj)
sprig (n)
Christmas Eve (n)
possibly (adv)
miss (v)
tempt (v)

trap (n)
trip (v)
deliver (v)
doze off (phr v)
sleigh (n)
with a start (phr)
chubby (adj)
as usual (phr)
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a tall and big person in children’s stories 巨⼈
to fail to reach or get to 錯過
a rolling movement in which you move your heels over your head
to make a complete turn 翻筋⽃

giant (n)
miss (v)
somersault (n)

36
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gurgle (v)
fart (n)
burp (n)

to make a sound that is similar to flowing water 作汩汩聲
the act of letting gas through your bottom 放屁
the act of letting out gas from the stomach through the mouth 
打嗝

a wild goat with large curved horns 野⽣⼭⽺
a small animal with sharp front teeth, a short bushy tail and very
small ears that lives in underground holes and hibernates in
winter ⼟撥⿏

ibex (n)
marmot (n)
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odd (adj)
cautiously (adv)
figure (n)

chime in (phr v)
interrupt (v)
sack (n)
annoyed (adj)

strange 古怪的
very carefully 謹慎地
the body of a human being or the impression produced by a
person ⾝影
to break into a conversation 插嘴
to cause something to stop 打斷
a bag that you carry on your back 背包
impatient and angry 懊惱的

a thread with shiny paper attached, used for decoration 
閃亮的裝飾

to make a piece of clothing from wool by using two long needles
編織

a cap that is close-fitting and woolen and covers all of the head
but the face 只露出部份臉部的頭套
a glove that covers the thumb separately and the other four
fingers together 連指⼿套
so silly to be worth making fun of 荒謬可笑的

tinsel (n)

knit (v)

balaclava (n)

mitten (n)

ridiculous (adj)
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